WELCOME TO THE MARYLAND REGIONAL
CHALLENGE
BE A VIRTUAL CHAMPION!

The following pages consist of a series of challenges for you to complete as a
team. No need to have access to a pool or equipment. We are also providing
alternatives for those with limited resources.
STEPS TO COMPLETION:
1. Enlist an adult coach to monitor and report your results.
2. Watch our video to see TEAM MBM, INC tackle the challenges:
• https://www.facebook.com/USNASTEM
• https://www.usna.edu/STEM
3. Print this guide for completion and submission.
4. Complete as many of the trials as you can and have your adult submit the
completed entry, which includes any or all of the following: Launch Score
Sheet; Design, Concept and Teamwork Interview; Creativity and
Engineering Review; Math Challenge Answer Sheet; Engineering Design
Challenge; Mission Challenge. Your adult must submit your results via email
to usnastem@usna.edu.
5. SUBMISSION DEADLINE: APRIL 30, 2020
Winners will be identified and notified by email. Prizes will be provided to winning teams.

www.usna.edu/stem

TEAM NAME _________________________________
TEAM ADULT COORDINATOR/CONTACT EMAIL
__________________________________
TEAM MEMBERS/GRADES
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

A. LAUNCH SCORE SHEET **
Suggested Timing device

With your perch in a pool or large tank, record the times for the following trials.
The distance travelled across the tank and back is ___________(ft).
Speed (Drive across tank/pool and back)
Trial 1: ____________ min_____________sec______________1/100 sec
Trial 2: ____________ min_____________sec______________1/100 sec
Maneuverability (Follow an S type curve or zig zag back/forth across the pool)
TIME: ____________ min______________sec______________1/100 sec
Ring Challenge (Retrieve underwater ring or similar object, stop time when ring is delivered to surface.)
TIME: ____________ min_______________sec_______________1/100 sec
**NO

POOL AVAILABLE?? USE A LARGE TRASH CAN OR PLASTIC BIN.
Measure depth and time to the bottom and back. Depth___________ Time___________
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B. DESIGN, CONCEPTS AND TEAMWORK INTERVIEW
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Answer these questions with your team. Do not use outside resources or others not on your team to complete.
What science concepts did you learn while building your SeaPerch?

Define Archimedes’ principle and how it applies to your SeaPerch.

What would the effect of increased salinity be on your SeaPerch?

Why did you place your ballast as you did?

Describe the propulsion system on your SeaPerch.

What modifications did you make to your SeaPerch and why?

How did you apply the engineering design process to your build modifications?

If you launched your SeaPerch in the ocean, what changes would you need to make?
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C. CREATIVITY AND ENGINEERING REVIEW
•

Demonstrate the aesthetics and creative design of your SeaPerch. Insert photos (front view,
side view) of your vehicle.

•

Did you assure all wiring was wrapped well?

•

Describe how your perch was dimensionally balanced.

•

Describe how you ensured the robustness of your perch.

•

How did you modify the perch or how would you modify it to accomplish the Mission Course Waterway
Clean-up, described for the national competition (https://www.seaperch.org/2020course)?
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D. MATH CHALLENGE
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D. MATH CHALLENGE
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D. MATH CHALLENGE
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D. MATH CHALLENGE ANSWER SHEET
GIVE ANSWERS BELOW. YOU MUST INCLUDE PROPER UNITS.
Answers:
1. (a) _____________________
(b) average= ___________ median = ____
mode = ___________
(c) _____ _______________
2. (a) _____________________
(b) _____ _______________
3. (a) _____________________
(b) _____ _______________
(c) _____ ______ _______
4.(Frame) _ ______________
(Motors) ___ ____________
(Control Box) _ __________
(Ballast) _______________
5. (a)__________________
(b)__________________
6. (a)__________________
(b) __________________
7. (a)__________________
(b) __________________

(Freshman) _____________
(Sophomore) _ ___________
(Junior) ___ _____________
(Senior) ___ _____________

E. ENGINEERING
DESIGN
CHALLENGE.
Tons of plastic waste ends up in the ocean where it breaks up into microplastics, small plastic pieces smaller than 5 mm
in diameter. Plastic accumulates in “garbage patches”, or plastic islands of trash seen in the open ocean. Rotating ocean
currents called gyres concentrate debris into theses centralized locations. The Great Pacific Garbage Patch, located
between Hawaii and California, is about twice the size of Texas and is composed of about 1.8 trillion pieces of plastic.
Proper waste disposal and policy changes, such as reducing plastic use and recycling, have been imposed to prevent
more plastic from getting into waterways where it contaminates the environment and harms the aquatic wildlife. Other
efforts are underway to remove marine debris.

To support additional ocean cleanup, your engineering design team must fabricate a means of
removing microplastic pollution from the ocean. You will design and build, on time and on budget, an
ocean cleanup device/process that can remove as many microplastics as possible. Approved supplies
are provided in the list below. Design an attachment for your SeaPerch ROV, build a prototype, and
calculate the total cost.

Submit picture or sketch of
your design & final cost here.

Material

Cost

Material

Cost

Straw

$3 million

Plastic bags (small)

$5 million

Coffee filter

$6 million

Plastic bags (large)

$10 million

Balloon (standard)

$20 million

Popsicle stick (small)

$500k

Pipe cleaner

$4 million

Popsicle stick (large)

$1 million

Foil sheet

$5 million

Rubber Bands

$1 million

Hot dog container

Plate

$10 million

Cup

Fork

$7 million
$1
million/inch
$2
million/inch
$5 million

Zip tie

$10 million
$1
million/inch
$3 million

Cotton balls

$1 million

Spoon

$5 million

Masking tape
Duct tape
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String

F. MISSION
CHALLENGE
TEAM MBM, INC
attempted the final
mission
(https://www.seaperch.org/2020course)
– how do you think
you would do? Why?

For reference, the
national scoring sheet
is provided here.
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